EDI Services for Metalcasters

Many manufacturers already have an EDI translator. However, more companies are now searching for a tightly integrated EDI solution that productively manages the data exchanged with their trading partners, while tracking related priority activities. Powerful and cost-effective iR*EDI provides Odyssey users with advantages now, and in the future, including support for XML and web services. iR*EDI includes several modules that work together to maximize your productivity.

The iR*EDI platform seamlessly plugs into Odyssey gateways. Don’t tie up precious IT resources to EDI; let Radley’s knowledgeable staff economically map, test and certify your customers’ EDI specifications. iR*EDI implementation is simple and quick.

**EDI Dashboard Runtime License Included!**

View up-to-the-minute graphical displays of your EDI operations and key performance indicators with Radley’s Business Activity Monitor (BAM). This powerful EDI dashboard tool includes preconfigured displays developed with other iR*EDI users, and is a must for customer service, production planning and shipping personnel.

Other features include:
- Customer Demand Automation
- ASN, Invoices & Acknowledgements
- Fixed-Fee Mapping Services
- Control Job Scheduling & Execution
- Transaction Archiving & Re-Processing
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